L.A. Theatre Works Collection

The L.A. Theatre Works collection offers 400 professionally recorded audio plays including those from leading American playwrights.

World-class actors are recorded in state-of-the-art sound, complemented by intricate sound designs and on-stage effects, transforming classic and contemporary stage works into intimate, compelling, and sound-rich audio plays.

The collection includes ...

- Iconic modern works from leading American playwrights such as:
  - Arthur Miller
  - David Mamet
  - Eugene O'Neill
  - Neil Simon
  - Paula Vogel
  - Tracy Letts

- Key canonical and contemporary works including:
  - The Crucible
  - Red
  - August: Osage County
  - Antigone
  - Agnes of God
  - The Importance of Being Earnest
  - The Lion in the Winter
  - Macbeth
  - Fabulation
  - The Great Tennessee Monkey Trial
  - Twelve Angry Men
  - M. Butterfly
  - Enron

- Performances from leading actors such as:
  - Brad Pitt
  - George Clooney
  - Martin Sheen
  - Jamie Lee Curtis
  - Helen Hunt
  - John Goodman
  - Hilary Swank
  - Anne Heche
  - David Strathairn
  - Paul Giamatti
  - Neil Patrick Harris
  - Laurence Fishburne
  - Alfred Molina
  - Marsha Mason
  - Jason Ritter
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